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In this technical report, we present a state-of-the-art multi-object tracking algorithm which reached the 1st place in
the multi-object tracking of the RideFlux AI Challenges. We adopted deep learning based end-to-end Tracker as our
basic framework. Our team model achieved 71.6% (MOTA) in the RideFlux AI Challenges.

1. DATASET
Dataset for RideFlux AI Challenge consists of images,
including a wide variety of environments, object and weather
conditions. The dataset consists of 600, 100, and 300
sequences for training, validation, and testing, respectively,
and each sequence is 200 frames. In dataset, there are three
classes (vehicle, pedestrian, and bike) annotated with 2D
bounding box with ID. Since the class distribution of the
dataset is not balanced, this point should be noted when
trained
model
(bike=0.07M,
pedestrian=0.01M,
vehicle=0.87M).

2. DESIGN ARCHITECTURE
For challenge, we considered three frameworks as follows.
2.1 Model Ensemble
It is possible to select a model or weight specialized for
each class and combine the results. There are many public
datasets [1], and verified models for vehicle and pedestrian
tracking. However, there is few dataset or related
leaderboards for bike tracking, it is hard to select a model for
bike tracking. Of course, it takes time to develop a method
of combining the results of each model.
2.2 Using Detector and Tracker independently
Although this architecture is greatly affected by the
detector performance, many famous 2D detectors [2] have
already been released, so performance above a certain level
will be guaranteed.
However, if the two-stage structure is adopted, there are
many variables to think about. A pair of detector and tracker
has a very wide range of choices, and optimal parameter
research for each set will also be required.
2.3 End to End Multi-Class Tracker
The advantage of the end to end multi-class tracker is that
training and evaluation are simple and there are less learning
parameters to consider compared to other architecture. So we
decided to use this architecture to quickly check the current
performance of the models and determine the learning
parameter.
We selected two base models. First, Permatrack [3],
which deals all three classes, and state-of-the-art level in

KITTI tracking task [1]. In addition, CenterTrack [4], the base
model of PermaTrack, was also selected.

3. OUR SOLUTION
Detailed values of parameters for training are listed in the
Appendix.
3.1 CenterTrack
We considered that the number of each class in each
sequence of training data is not uniform, and configured the
training data with frequency of the classes as follows:
A. All of sequences
B. Sequences in which the ‘pedestrian’, ‘bike’ appears
more than 100 times within each sequence
C. Sequences in which the pedestrian and bike classes
appear at least once in each sequence
We used pre-trained model with KITTI-Tracking dataset as
initial weight. Since initial weight was pre-trained in large
training data, adjustments such as reduction to 1/10 of the
initial learning rate were made. We used step scheduler with
(15,) for total epoch 30 and (30,) for total epoch 50.
3.2 PermaTrack
We have previously trained Centertrack [4], but Permatrack
[3] does not, so we decided to use the configuration presented
by the original author as much as possible. We used the initial
model pre-trained in KITTI-Tracking dataset. However, GPU
memory is insufficient for original image size, we use resized
image into (672, 448) and use the batch size as 3 to train.

4. RESULTS
4.1 Inference Configuration
We applied techniques such as Non-Maximum Suppression
(NMS) and flip with 0.5 probability during validation, and
selected the one with the best value. The detailed values of
parameters are described in Appendix.
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4.2 Results
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Figure 1. Visualization of CenterTrack prediction in sunny day
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Figure 2. Visualization of PermaTrack prediction in rainy day

APPENDICES
A. Training parameter for PermaTrack
[--local_rank=0', 'tracking', '--exp_id', 'rideflux_3cls_resize_0.25_3', '--print_iter', '50', '--occlusion_thresh', '0.15', '-visibility_thresh', '0.05', '--dataset', 'kitti_tracking', '--dataset_version', 'train', '--same_aug_pre', '--hm_disturb', '0.05', '-lost_disturb', '0.2', '--fp_disturb', '0.1', '--gpus', '0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7', '--batch_size', '3', '--load_model',
'../models/kitti_full.pth', '--val_intervals', '50', '--is_recurrent', '--gru_filter_size', '7', '--save_all', '--input_len', '17', '-pre_thresh', '0.4', '--hm_weight', '0.5', '--const_v_over_occl', '--sup_invis', '--invis_hm_weight', '20', '--use_occl_len', '-occl_len_mult', '5', '--visibility', '--num_epochs', '70', '--lr_step', '4', '--multiprocessing-distributed']
B. Training parameter for CenterTrack
['tracking', '--exp_id', '1218_train_e50_s30', '--dataset', 'rideflux_kitti_tracking_classkitti', '--dataset_version',
'train_smallallclass2880', '--pre_hm', '--same_aug', '--hm_disturb', '0.05', '--lost_disturb', '0.2', '--fp_disturb', '0.1', '-batch_size', '32', '--gpus', '0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7', '--save_all', '--print_iter', '50', '--num_epochs', '50', '--val_intervals', '1', '-lr_step', '30', '--load_model', '../models/kitti_fulltrain.pth']
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